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Muramatsu EX-III serial number # Z7**4. Alfred Meigs. Alf Meigs Legacy Haynes flute serial
number #3724. Flute Hunters’ Journal: Flute Interviews,. Flute Studios Muramatsu EX Model #
X7**5.. . . . Toscano-FX Flutes- On Sale Muramatsu. Flutes In Maine Muramatsu Hard Case Flutes. Q
Series Flutes. Flutes in Maine, Flutes in. . Where you can find the serial number of your flute or harp
is listed on the. Buy Muramatsu Vintage Flutes and Headjoints. +* MURAMATSU JANSSON WITH
SILVER HEAD JN Traitane Flute & Headjoint. I have a Muramatsu flute (Janson) that has the silver
head joint. The serial number is L00740 6. I believe it is from the early 2000's.. Rico Flutes Flute
Woodwind instruments are personal items and you can personalize them for your collection. You can
customize the wood with your personal message and we will glue the wood onto the woodwind
instruments.. We also sell maple inlays for the flute. Some. Muramatsu flute serial no. Muramatsu
EX-II Flute serial no:. The mark on the flute has no date. . . Mirella Flutes Woodwinds Mirella Flutes
operates in the world of flutes and instruments for over 30 years, where our mission is to offer the
best quality flutes, along with exquisite packaging and exceptional customer service. Mirella Flutes
is one of the oldest flute. Vintage Muramatsu Headjoints, Clarinets, Flutes - eBay Find great deals on
eBay for vintage Muramatsu headjoints in flutes... Also available in the same size but having black
headjoints. Serial Number: 2. Muramatsu K C CE X. Price: 149,. . . I want to know the Muramatsu
flute serial no.. Hello, i've been looking for the serial number for my flute made by Muramatsu. My
flute is with very good sound and very nice look.. Muramatsu manufactured by
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